Fool Me Thrice
A gamified, social platform that challenges
the spread of misinformation and makes
reading news fun!
Designed by Amar Ravi

Players can bookmark
news they find shocking/
interesting

Player chooses
their interests
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Game Flow
Player Interactions
System Actions
Design Choices

Player is presented a
newsheadline that
could be true or false
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Each card has a “score”
showing how many
people believe its true, a
very common metric
used by us in judging
new information
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News in the system will
be verified from atleast 2
established publications
The players are only
allowed to add fake news
cards to the system
because all the “true”
news needs to be verified
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Player is shown keywords
to assist them in writing a
fake headline using
my Fake News Formula
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System selects
categories with
the lowest
number of news
cards

When wrong,
the player is
shown the
source of the
news and if its
real or fake

Player’s Card is
added to the
system for
others to see!

Dashboards to
communicate
Player Progress
and insights

Once there are sufficient
cards in all categories, the
system has the potential to
sustain itself with the
players writing new fake
news cards for each other

Subject: Government,
Mahatma Gandhi, Ronaldo
Controversy: Immigration,
racism, tax laws
Victim: Earth, refugees, the
middle-class

This is one cycle,
players can play for
as long as there are
unread cards in
their categories

System arranges
cards from
user’s interests
based on lower
visibility
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Begin Game

A FAKE NEWS
FORMULA
Subject +
Controversy +
Victim

When correct, the
player is shown
the source of the
news, if its fake/real and how their
friends performed
on the card

Sharing their headline just after
creating is the easiest way to fool
a friend!

Dashboards communicate personal
progress, the only comparative scores
are at an aggregate city/ country level
to maintain player motivation while
fostering competiton

